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FIRST-CLASS PREPARATION
FOR THE INTERNATIONAL HR
WORKPLACE
My experience in Edinburgh so far has
proven that coming here to start an MSc
in International Human Resource Management was one of the best choices in
my life. The University of Edinburgh offers one of the best academic environments, renowned professors and lecturers, as well as a well-chosen
multicultural student body. After nine years of working experience
while completing a bachelor’s degree in business psychology as a
“distance learner”, I wanted to know what it means to be a “real”
student. This I have surely achieved!
The curriculum at UoE´s Business School is interdisciplinary and demanding. Frequent guest lectures given by experienced CEOs and
HR managers of well-known multinational enterprises, as well as an
international field-trip in the second semester, offer students handson practical orientation. There are enormous additional resources
available for students that I never would have expected, such as
personal advice on improving academic performance, one-on-one
coaching sessions, and personal development programmes. New
friendships with fellow international students have helped me settle in, and the cultural differences around me are broadening my
perspectives. Hence, it is the best preparation for working in the globalised HR business world.
Apart from the great reputation that the University has around the
world, I was attracted to the global setting of Edinburgh and the
traditional Scottish culture. Edinburgh is highly cosmopolitan and
I really like the city´s vibrant atmosphere. As soon as you leave the
house, you encounter history and splendid architecture. And just a
few kilometres away, there is plenty of nature to enjoy – with bagpipes always setting the pace.
Living in this great country by joining this prestigious University
has been a once-in-a-lifetime experience, both academically and
personally. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the British
Chamber of Commerce in Germany Foundation and everyone involved in the decision to grant me this support.
Nadine Hauptmeier, Dinslaken
(currently University of Edinburgh Business School)

